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7" wireless digital 
photo frame
Enjoy your photos alone or share 
them with your friends thanks to 
the Parrot DF7220 7" wireless 
digital photo frame. Simply transfer 
your photos by Bluetooth®, 
via your SD/MMC card or by 
connecting a mini USB cable. 
Store up to 300 photos in the 
internal memory and easily create 
your own slideshows.

7" wireless digital photo frame

www.parrot.com

PARROT DF7220

An intelligent frame
The Parrot DF7220 can be used 
horizontally or vertically as 
required. All stored photos are 
automatically rotated and resized 
according to the position of the 
wireless digital photo frame. 

So easy,  
so practical
The Parrot DF7220 can store and 
display over 300 photos in both 
JPEG and GIF format. Irrespective 
of your pictures' size or resolution, 
the Parrot DF7220 wireless digital 
photo frame automatically adjusts 
them to its 7" TFT screen. Thanks 
to its user-friendly interface, you 
can easily choose your favourite 
pictures to create your very own 
slideshows. 

Undeniably 
universal
The Parrot DF7220 has been 
designed to receive all your 
photos both simply and quickly. Its 
Bluetooth v2.0 + EDR connectivity 
means that you can transfer 
your pictures wirelessly from any 
Bluetooth device, such as a mobile 
phone, PC or camera. The Parrot 
DF7220 also features an SD/MMC 
slot for your camera's memory 
cards and a mini USB cable/port 
for easily transferring all the 
pictures stored on your computer.

Be green  
and save energy
Stop wasting energy. You can 
easily set the exact time at which 
you want the Parrot DF7220 to 
switch on and off every day, or you 
can let the Parrot DF7220 do it 
automatically when it gets dark.
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Bluetooth  
wireless 
technology
The Bluetooth wireless technology enables 
voice and data to be sent via a short-
distance radio link. It connects a wide range 
of electronic equipment without requiring 
additional cables. Furthermore, it extends 
the communication possibilities for mobile 
phones and a large number of devices. The 
Bluetooth stereo (A2DP) profile uses the 
same radio frequencies and can be used 
to send music tracks from one device to 
another.

Phone 
and device 
compatibility
Parrot products are 100% Bluetooth com-
patible and are therefore compatible with 
almost every Bluetooth stereo (A2DP) mo-
bile phone. Visit www.parrot.com to find 
out whether your phone is compatible. 

PARROT DF7220
7" wireless digital photo frame

Specifications
Colour LCD screen with 410 x 234 pixels
Displays photos with 32 768 colours
Display dimensions : 130 x 87 mm
Connections :
•  Bluetooth v2.0 + EDR (for transferring photos 

from a Bluetooth mobile phone, PC, etc.)
• Mini USB port (for transferring photos from a PC)
•  SD/MMC card slot (for transferring photos 

directly from a camera)
Photo formats: JPEG and GIF
Stores over 300 photos
Automatically adapts the picture size  
to the screen
Brightness adjustment
Automatically rotates the picture
(portrait/landscape) 
Customisable modern plastic external frame

Pack contains
PARROT DF7220
Mini USB cable
4 sets of clips for customising the external frame
Mains adapter
1 metal rod stand
Wall-mounting hook
User guide

Bluetooth
Bluetooth v2.0 + EDR
Profiles: 
FTP (File Transfer Profile)
OPP (Object Push Profile)
BIP (Basic Image Profile)
Bluetooth range: 10 metres
Pairing: PIN code
Software updates via Bluetooth
Port mini-USB 
Memory cards accepted:
SD, miniSD (with adapter), microSD (with 
adapter), MMC, RS-MMC (with adapter), 
MMC Plus, MMC Mobile (with adapter), MMC 
Micro (with adapter), SDHC, mini SDHC (with 
adapter).

Dimensions
Width: 208 mm
Height: 162 mm
Depth: 22 mm
Weight: 480 g

Documentation
User guide included. 
For further information, visit our website:  
www.parrot.com 
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The digital 
photo 
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